
Reporting in 2018
How to Make Sure Your Hard 

Work Actually Gets Read



What we’ll cover:
Most maxims of reporting have stood the test of time, including the quintessential "If your 
mother tells she loves you, check it out. Two sources!"

But in today's world of Facebook newsfeeds and "fake news," how you arrange and package 
your reported material matters more than ever if you want time-starved and 
information-saturated readers to actually read what you've uncovered.

CT's Jeremy Weber shares his top lessons learned from 10 years of producing 
award-winning news coverage, including how he successfully made the jump from print to 
online reporting and how you can too.





Bio
Jeremy Weber is deputy managing editor 
at Christianity Today, where he manages 
a team of journalists producing 
international religion news focused on 
evangelical/Protestant Christianity for a 
monthly magazine and daily website 
serving Christian thought leaders. An 
award-winning journalist based in 
Chicago, Jeremy has recently reported 
from India, Lebanon, Iraq, Cuba, and 
South Sudan, among other countries, 
and recently returned from Nigeria and 
Vietnam. He graduated from Wheaton 
College (IL), and has worked at CT for 
10 years. He and his wife Carolin were 
avid Argentine tango dancers until their 
son Mateo arrived in August 2016. Their 
daughter Yara joined them in July 2018.



















































Case Study: Reporting the Refuge Highway









































Headlines: Worth More Time Than Your Lede



Know Your 
Constraints
Are you going up first or second? Or 10th?







Facts Don’t Sell









Timing Matters as Much as Topic







Your Print Title Should Almost ALWAYS 
Change for Online





EPA Headline Award Winners
That Worked in Print NOT Online

















Pageviews vs. Shares













Questions?



Case Studies









In the Space of Our Face
Apple’s Face ID may recognize us but God wants to know us.

Two Sides to the Face
Chinese surveillance technology can identify the human face, but God created it for so much 
more

Written All Over our Face
The human face is an expression of our personality and identity. People and God see faces, 
but increasingly, so does AI.

Two Sides to the Face
The human face is a person’s public ID, which facial recognition AI increasingly will exploit. 
The human face is a person’s conveyor of intimate expression, which God wants to know.



Apple's Face ID Is Closing in on Psalm 139

Apple's Face ID Is  No Match for Psalm 139

What Apple's Face ID and Psalm 139 Have in Common







Is the Pope 
Catholic? 
No, 
Seriously, 
Is He?



Eclipse 
Church 
Won't 
Forgive Us 
Our 
Trespasses



EPA Headline Award Winners
That Worked in Print AND Online













Know Your 
Constraints
Twitter on mobile: Your deck won’t show, 
only your title. So you lose the attraction 
factor of anything in your deck.



Know Your 
Constraints
Facebook on mobile: Your deck won’t 
show if your title is two lines. So you lose 
the attraction factor of anything in your 
deck.



Know Your 
Constraints
Are you going up first or second? Or 10th?





Know Your 
Constraints
Your website design will have limits--on 
desktop (and mobile if not 
autoresponsive--on what can fit before it 
interferes with another visual element.

Example 1: Our promo box will blow out 
the byline into the photo credit if the title 
deck combo are too long.



Know Your 
Constraints
Your website design will have 
limits--on desktop (and mobile if not 
autoresponsive--on what can fit before 
it interferes with another visual 
element.

Example 2: I need balance among the 
four items on our homepage news rail.




































